Exchange Rules "Straubinger Vogelmarkt"
The stock exchange order was issued by the association Kleintierfreunde Straubing e.V. It
enters into force on 01.03.2018.

Upon entering the hall, the stock exchange regulations are recognized.
The bird market basically serves the offer of animals for sale or exchange by private
persons. Commercial breeders and traders must be in possession of a permit in accordance
with § 11 (1) sentence 1 no. 7 TierSchG and show this at the request of the competent
authority. All providers must know the conditions imposed by the competent authority as
far as they concern the providers of relevant animal welfare regulations and the stock
exchange regulations and commit themselves before the beginning of trading on their
compliance.
1.) Every supplier of animals must be registered. It must complete and sign the Form 1
and / or Appendix 2 entry form before entering the market, and the registration number
must be clearly visible on a sales container.
2.) The instructions of the organizer, the supervisor commissioned by the organizer and
the officials present (veterinarians, environmental and nature protection office, police,
etc.) must be obeyed. They are authorized to give instructions to sellers, buyers and
visitors.
3.) The organizer is not liable for damage to property and personal injury.
4.) In the sales hall as well as in the entire public building is absolutely no smoking.
5.) Protected u. Notifiable bird species must be ringed closed and a German proof of
origin must be carried.
a) The sale may only take place in the Vogelbörse.
b) Sick, injured and mutually incompatible birds are excluded from the market, unless
they have already been rejected at the entrance, they will be quarantined.
c) the cages must be clean and provided with sufficient food and water.
d) The offering of birds is only permitted on the sales shelves and tables provided for
this purpose. A separate construction on the walls is prohibited.
e) The storage or sale in transport crates / cages below these shelves / tables is
prohibited.
f) Knocking or shaking containers with animals is contrary to animal welfare and should
therefore be avoided.
6.) Each seller must attach the following information legibly to the cages:
a) Name and / or association number of the seller
b) Name of the bird species (German or Latin)
7.) The cage must be at least as wide and deep in the base area as 1.5 times the body
length of the bird, so that it can move freely in it. Furthermore, 1/3 of the perches
must remain free, closed on three sides and have two opposite perches. In bottom birds,
e.g. Quails or similar At least half of the floor space must be free. Recommended are the
exhibition cages of the large associations.
8.) Please note that animals from third countries that are transported intra-Community
require so-called TRACES certificates. The species protection regulations (so-called Aspecies and B-species) must be observed. For example, the Federal Nature Conservation
Act, the Federal Species Protection Ordinance, the EC Species Protection Ordinance, and
the EC Species Protection Implementation Ordinance.
Certificates from foreign providers are only recognized if they are officially translated
documents translated into German.
The organizer

